At Kairion, we sit at the intersection of ecommerce, media & technology. We have developed a suite of groundbreaking
ad formats for brands to leverage, and built a highly scalable application system to reach millions of shoppers in our
network of leading online-shops in the perfect moment. All demands of this real-time application are tackled using the
latest, cutting edge technologies. This is your chance to join a great company, in a great team, with great responsibility.
We are looking for a committed developer who wants to take the next career step, joining our Lead Developer Program
in Frankfurt or Sevilla and become a future lead of one of our teams!
Your Tasks:
 You will be given a senior role in the first 3-6 months and learn the bells and whistles of our solution
 After that you will be given a team lead role with an experienced Lead Architect being you mentor
 Support of development & cooperation and dynamic exchange with experienced professionals
Your Skills:
 A university degree in computer sciences or related course of study or equivalent work experience


Good programming technique in software development / web solutions (JS-Frameworks or Functional
programming)



Knowledge of test-driven development (xUnit, Selenium, BDD, Clean Code)



Ability to motivate and lead a team of developers



Fluent English (Spanish is a plus)



First experience / strong interest in NoSQL (MongoDB) and in Memory databases



Ideally, expertise in e-commerce systems or ad serving technologies



Knowledge of other technologies used by the team is also advantageous; these technologies include: AngularJS,
React, Erlang, Node.js, Jenkins continuous integration, Git, Java, PHP, and a variety of e-commerce systems…

If you have additional questions don’t hesitate to contact us. We provide onboarding’s for any business and tech topics
you are interested in. Surely, our highly innovative product will set challenging tasks and let you take on a lot of personal
responsibility. You will be backed up with a highly professional and motivated team which has a lot of fun at work.
Also, to maintain your edge, we offer biannual hackathons and a personal education budget in addition to an attractive
salary and a modern workplace in the heart of Frankfurt or Sevilla.

Interested? Then we're looking forward to a short message:
Ms. Kimberly Deninger
Tel: +49 69 97269 2800 | Email: jobs@kairion.de
Kairion GmbH| Frankfurt (Germany) / Sevilla (Spain)

